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(a) Research under this grant currently deals largely with comets. Scientific goals include a better determination of 
the basic physical characteristics of cometary nuclei, a more complete understanding of the complex processes in the, 
comae, a survey of abundances and gas/dust ratios in a large number of comets, and a measurement of primordial 
''C/13C and l4N/I5N ratios. Our program also includes the observation of Pluto-Charon mutual eclipses to derive 
dimensions. 
(b) During the reporting period we completed reduction and analysis of extensive narrowband photometry of 
Comet Halley from Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, Perth Observatory, Lowell Observatory, and h'launa 
Kea Observatory. We have shown that the 7.4-day periodicity in the activity of Comet Halley, discovered earlier by 
Millis and Schleicher, was present from late February through at least early June 1986, but there is no conclusive 
evidence of periodic variability in the preperihelion data. Greatly improved N H  scalelengths and lifetimes have 
been derived from the Halley data which lead to the conclusion that the abundance of NH in comets is much 
,higher than previously believed. Simultaneous optical and thermal infrared observations were obtained of Comet 
'P/Tempel 2 (in collaboration with M.F. A'Hearn and H. Campins) using the MKO 2.2 m telescope and the NASA 
IIRTF. Preliminary analysis of these observations shows that the comet's nucleus is highly elongated, very dark, 
'and quite red. We obtained CCD imaging observations of Comets P/Borrelly, Furuyama, Bradfield, Liller, and 
iP/Tempel 2. CCD luminosity profiles of 14 selected comets were prepared for publication, and work was continued 
on the modeling of continuum luminosity profiles in terms of radiation pressure and grain evolution. Analysis of 
;high-resolution spectra of P/Halley, recorded in the region of the CN violet bands, was begun for the purpose of 
,extracting the 12C/13C ratio in  this molecule. Two Pluto-Charon mutual events were observed. Narrowbaud CCD 
/imaging of Jupiter with methane and ammonia filters was explored. In August we hosted an international workshop 
1011 Tzme- Vanable Phenomena zn the Jovian System, in which 115 planetary scientists participated. 
I 
: ( c )  Major papers discussing the periodic variability and overall photometric behavior of Comet Halley will be 
completed and published. Analysis of the optical and infrared observations of Comet P/Tempel 2 will be completed 
nd the results published. Existing photometry of more than 70 comets which we have observed since 1976 will 
Qbservations of Comet P/Brorsen-Metcalf and other well-placed comets are planned in order to search for periodic 
Fariability, lest the recent results on NH, and extend our data base. Publication of existing luminosity profile data 
will be completed, and the modeling of our data in terms of grain properties will be continued.-Analyses of high 
lesolution spectra of P/Halley will be extended. We plan to observe several Pluto-Charon events. 
, t e reduced 40 a common photometric system and the results discussed in terms of the group properties of comets. 
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